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○ Research-backed, best practices framework available 

exclusively for Coursedog institutional partners. 

○ Step-by-step recommendations for an academic 

schedule that maximizes accessibility for students, 

reduces avoidable scheduling barriers that impact 

progression.

○ High level analysis of the efficacy of the academic schedule, 

process and how it supports, or undermines, your student 

success initiatives.

Bake Best Practices into Your Schedule
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Scheduling for Student Success
THE TENETS OF

Data
Leverage analyses about your 
current student population for 

optimal course sections, 
times, and seats.

People
Schedule refinement teams 
ensure scheduling considerations 
are coordinated effectively. 

Time
Standard meeting pattern 
policies maximize student 
access & space utilization.

Space
Clarify space owners & 

move toward a more 
centralized model.
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Academic Planning: 
Completion & 

Enrollment Analysis

Curriculum 
Updates & 
Additions

Course 
Catalog 
Updates

Course 
Section 

Scheduling

Room 
Scheduling

Student 
Pathway 
Planning

AdvisingRegistration

Empower Academic 

Departments with these 

Insights On-Demand

Data-Informed Updates, 

Modifications at the 

Department Level

Curricular Updates to 

the Appropriate Course 

Catalog

Up-To-Date Course Inventory 

for the Term's Schedule + 

Insights on Student Demand

Space Utilization Optimized 

by Right-Sizing Section 

Capacities

Students Have Up-to-Date 

Catalogs and Pathway Plans to 

Build Their Term's Plan

Departments Get Proactive Insight 

into Future Student Demand for 

Courses, Programs

Advisors Have High & Low Altitude 

Access to Their Student 

Assignments, Plans

Students Register Successfully for 

Courses in their Plans

1 2 3 4
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Academic Operations Lifecycle
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Rollover Schedule Evaluate 
Offerings

Course 
Section 

Scheduling

Room 
Scheduling

Monitor Registration 
& Make Last Minute 

Changes

Registration

Save Time by Rolling Over 

Last-Like Term Schedule

Using Data from Step 1 in the 

Ac Ops Lifecycle - Insights into 

Student Demand to Drive 

Resourcing

Assign Times & Instructors with the 

Focus On Ensuring You're Meeting 

Student Demand First, Subjective 

Preferences Second

Space Utilization Optimized by 

Right-Sizing Section CapacitiesKeep an Eye on Enrollment 

Ratios, Mistakes to Catch 

Modifications Early

Add Additional Sections, 

Consolidate Sections, or 

Remedy an Error

Academic Scheduling Lifecycle

2 3 4
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Schedule Kickoff

Kickoff Meeting with Leadership 

to Align on Key Scheduling Goals 

for the Term
1
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○ Course scheduling is tied to two of the institution’s 

most expensive resources: facilities & faculty.

○ Schedule optimization can boost student retention 

rates & reduce time to completion.

○ Imbalance between seats offered and seats needed 

exist at many institutions.

Few institutions comprehensively track performance 
metrics with regard to their academic schedule.

72% of institutions do 
not use data to project 

course demand.

Source: “Class and Academic Program Demand Practices,” AACRAO, August 2022.



How to Schedule for Student Success

Schedule Kickoff Kickoff Meeting with Leadership to Align on Key Scheduling Goals for the Term

1

A balanced schedule means you are offering the right number of seats & sections to meet the 
needs and demands of your students throughout your academic schedule. 

○ We recommend scheduling a meeting between scheduling administrators & institutional 

leadership prior to kicking off a new planning cycle to discuss goals for improvement for 

the upcoming term(s).

■ At the end of the planning cycle, we recommend scheduling another meeting between institutional 

leadership and scheduling administrators to de-brief on whether the goals were accomplished.

○ Analyzing the key scheduling success metrics to inform each term’s future schedule

■ Knowing which courses fill too soon—or which ones are underfilled—can help determine how to 

schedule those classes in the future.



Space & Section Scheduling Must Be Flexible as Demand Shifts
Cannot Continue Scheduling From Historical Experience Alone

Questions to Consider During the 
Scheduling Kickoff Meeting

✔ Are our academic programs evolving 

to match student need?

✔ Do all students have equitable access 

to our courses?

✔ Does our academic schedule align 

with student demand?

✔ Are we reaching capacity with our 

available space?



How to Schedule for Student Success
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Rollover in the SIS

Rolling over the class schedule creates efficiency but also means you may be keeping the 
same broken schedule.

For your first semester using Coursedog, we recommend to consider re-building the 
schedule from scratch based on student demand and the latest understanding of how to 
create accelerated pathways to completion for students. For future semesters, consider 
rolling over in your SIS and then making needed modifications. 
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Evaluate offerings

How to Schedule for Student Success
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Evaluate what classes are needed for students to complete their credential 
on-time and evaluate potential addition and reduction candidates.

3

Key data points at play to aid your 
decision making:

● Enrollment ratios
○ Analyze sections whose fill 

rates were below 70% & 
above 95% respectively.

● Sections bundled at prime time
○ Review if more than 60% of 

sections were scheduled in 
primetime, and locate 
potential for modifications.

● Room, space utilization
● Student demand*



Essential Reports When Scheduling for Student Success

Section Fill Rates

○ An overfilled section is identified when the 

enrollment ratio for the section is overloaded, 

calculated as being above 95%.

○ An underfilled section has an enrollment ratio 

below 70%.

The enrollment ratio at the section level is the total enrollment in the course section divided 
by the total max enrollment for the section.

©Coursedog Inc.



How to Schedule for Student Success
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Course section 
scheduling

Key data points at play to aid your 
decision making:

● Sections bundled at prime time
○ Aim for no more than 60% of 

sections to be scheduled in 
prime time.

● Instructor capacity
● Scheduling conflicts

This is where we recommend to lean on your standard meeting patterns and how that 
can complement faculty preferences. We recommend asking faculty: What times are 
you not able to teach this class? You’ll also want to check to minimize time conflicts for 
classes students often take together in the same term (e.g. Bio 101, Comp 101).
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Essential Reports When Scheduling for Student Success

Primetime Bundling & Conflicts
○ Primetime bundling looks at the 

percentage of courses scheduled 

with non-standard timeblocks 

during primetime hours

○ Conflicts between co-reqs, 

pre-reqs, and gen ed courses that 

are scheduled at the same time 

force students to choose between 

courses they need to take.

©Coursedog Inc.



How To Work Toward a Balanced Academic Schedule

A balanced schedule means you are offering the right number of seats & sections, at the right 
times, to meet the needs and demands of your students throughout your academic schedule. 

○ Meeting patterns: 

■ We recommend for most institutions to create & implement meeting pattern policy. Creating a 

standard meeting pattern policy is important to ensure that students are able to enroll in the classes 

they need to complete their studies and to maximize space utilization on campus.

○ Bottlenecks, Conflict Avoidance:

■ Proactively create rules that protect against course conflicts

■ For example, do not allow co-requisite and prerequisite courses to be offered at conflicting times or 

at intervals that overlap.



How to Schedule for Student Success
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Room scheduling

Key data points at play to aid your 
decision making:

● Room, space utilization

Try to centralize room governance as much as possible. Take a hard look at historical 
mismatches between class capacity and enrollment before approving de-centralized 
assignments or making the same room assignment as last year.
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Monitor registration

How to Schedule for Student Success
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Key data points at play to aid your 
decision making:

● Enrollment ratios

Create a standardized workflow for change requests to ensure proper data governance 
(adding a section, deleting a section or making a change to adjust an error during 
scheduling).
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How to Schedule for Student Success
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Last minute changes

Key data points at play to aid your 
decision making:

● Underfilled sections
● Overfilled sections

Monitor courses that fill above 95% to consider adding an additional section and 
courses that fill below 70% (or whatever threshold you set at your institution) for 
cancellation.
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Successful Scheduling Benchmarks

Metric Summary Industry Average Best in Class

Enrollment Ratio
Total enrollment divided by total 

max enrollment) 70% 85%

% of Balanced Sections
Enrollment Ratio is between 

70% and 95% 35% 60%

% of Underfilled Sections
Enrollment Ratio (total 

enrollment divided by total max 
enrollment) is below 70%

40% 25%

% of Overfilled Section
Enrollment Ratio (total 

enrollment divided by total max 
enrollment) is above 95%

20% 10%

% of Primetime Hour 
Scheduling

Percentage of classes that are 
scheduled with non-standard 
timeblocks during primetime 

hours

64% 45%

©Coursedog Inc.



○ Enrollment ratio

● The enrollment ratio is a useful metric to understand section utilization and to help you identify 
sections as being either underfilled, balanced, or overfilled.

● Total enrollment divided by total max enrollment

○ Balanced section/schedule

● A balanced schedule means you are offering the right number of seats & sections to meet the needs 
and demands of your students throughout your academic schedule.

● Enrollment ratio between 70-95%

○ Underfilled section

● Underfilled sections are a drain on instructional resources – paying for the instructor, room, facilities 
for a section that’s only 10-15% filled when you could combine that section with another and 
eliminate that expenditure for the un-needed section.

● Enrollment ratio is below 70%

Glossary of Student Success Scheduling Metrics



○ Overfilled section

● Means you are not offering too few course sections for courses that are in high demand

● Enrollment ratio above 95%

○ Primetime hour scheduling

● The most popular days/times for scheduling academic sections, where room utilization is often 
disproportionately high.

● Percentage of courses scheduled with non-standard timeblocks during primetime hours

○ Academic space utilization

● Proportion of time an assignable space is actually used for the intended purpose, as well as 
proportion of seating capacity when assignable space is a classroom.

● A common scheduling-related academic bottleneck: Physical space limitations and room capacity - 
restricting a learning experience to the size of the room.

Glossary of Student Success Scheduling Metrics



○ Instructor capacity

● The number of sections, credit hours faculty can teach

● Instructors/faculty are often a common scheduling-related academic bottleneck: course availability 
on many college campuses are sometimes driven by the scheduling preferences of faculty

○ Scheduling conflicts

● Double booked rooms, instructors, overlapping sections of co-requisites 

● Force students to choose between courses they need to take

Glossary of Student Success Scheduling Metrics



Northern Arizona University Supports     
Student Progression with Data-Informed 
Scheduling Practices

"Coursedog has provided us with a system to ensure best 
practices are being utilized for both processes and policies 
which has assisted in making our course scheduling much 
more efficient. Coursedog is successful because of the 
flexible and collaborative approach they have taken in 
partnering with our institution, and we are excited to 
expand our partnership to further streamline our academic 
operations.”

Ian Wischmeier, Registrar

Using Coursedog analytics, reduced scheduling 
conflicts by 60% to drastically reduce barriers to 
student access.

Using Coursedog analytics, reduced overfilled 
sections by 14% to promote a more accessible, 
student-centered academic schedule.



Let’s Establish Your Scheduling Baselines

Metric Summary Industry 
Average

Best in 
Class

Your [Historical 
Term, Year] 

Results

Your [Future 
Term, Year] 

Results

% of Balanced 
Sections

Enrollment Ratio is between 70% 
and 95% 35% 60%

% of Underfilled 
Sections

Enrollment Ratio (total enrollment 
divided by total max enrollment) is 

below 70%
40% 25%

% of Overfilled Section
Enrollment Ratio (total enrollment 
divided by total max enrollment) is 

above 95%
20% 10%

% of Primetime Hour 
Scheduling

Percentage of classes that are 
scheduled with non-standard 

timeblocks during primetime hours
64% 45%
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Academic & Event Scheduling Architecture

Academic Scheduling
● Section + room optimization
● Policy & rule enforcement
● Course demand projections

Department Schedules
- Instructor preferences
- Room criteria, needs

Event Scheduling
● Configurable request forms
● Public event website
● Custom approval workflows

Real-Time Room 
Availability

Master Campus 
Calendar

External Data Sources 
(e.g. room features)



Academic Departments

Enrollment & 
Completion 
Analytics

Traditional Decentralized Academic Scheduling in Action

Academic Leadership

IT Team

Events Team

Registrar’s Office

Institutional Research

Late Change 
Requests

Room 
Requests

Instructor 
Requests, 

Preferences

Student 
Demand, Need

Schedule 
Rollover

Build Section 
Schedule

Submit Schedule 
to Registrar

IT Team
Facilitate Policy 

Adherence

Cross-Functional 
Communication

spreadsheets

emailsPDF forms

PDF 
forms

spreadsheets

emails
emails

emails

spreadsheets

emails

spreadsheets
manual data 

entry

spreadsheets
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Institutional Leaders Facing These Challenges 

“Scheduling is so important because if we are 
not creating and delivering programs that are 

accessible, then enrollment will go down.”

Vice President, Academic Operations: 
4-Year Public University

“Faculty were frustrated and students faced 

challenges progressing toward their degree.”

Vice President, Academic Affairs: 
Community College

“We have to be strategic and intentional with our 
scheduling and space utilization to best optimize the 

resources we have.

Vice President, Academic Operations: 
4-Year Public University

“Faculty were frustrated and students faced 

challenges progressing toward their degree.”

Vice President, Academic Affairs: 
Community College



Evaluate offerings

How to Schedule for Student Success
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Time schedulingRollover

Key data points at play to aid your decision 
making:

● Sections bundled at prime time
● Instructor capacity
● Scheduling conflicts

Key data points at play to aid your decision 
making:

● Underfilled sections
● Overfilled sections
● Student demand*

Key data points at play to aid your decision 
making:

● Enrollment ratios
● Instructor capacity
● Sections bundled at prime time
● Room, space utilization
● Student demand*

Rolling over the class schedule creates 
efficiency but also means you may be 
keeping the same broken schedule.

It should be re-evaluated based on student 
demand and the latest understanding of 
how to create accelerated pathways to 
completion for students.

Evaluate what classes are needed for 
students to complete their credential 
on-time and evaluate potential addition and 
reduction candidates.

We recommend asking faculty: What times 
are you not able to teach this class? Check 
to minimize time conflicts for classes 
students often take together (Bio 101, 
Check 101)



Monitor Registration

How to Schedule for Student Success (cont.)
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Last minute changesRoom Scheduling

Key data points at play to aid your decision 
making:

● Room, space utilization

Key data points at play to aid your decision 
making:

● Underfilled sections
● Overfilled sections

Key data points at play to aid your decision 
making:

● Enrollment ratios

Try to centralize room governance as much 
as possible. Take a hard look at historical 
mismatches between class capacity and 
enrollment before approving de-centralized 
assignments or making the same room 
assignment as last year.

Create a standardized workflow for change 
requests to ensure proper data governance 
(adding a section, deleting a section or 
making a change to adjust an error during 
scheduling)

Monitor courses that fill above 95% to 
consider adding an additional section and 
courses that fill below 70% (or whatever 
threshold you set at your institution) for 
cancellation.


